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Customer Reviews
I am a medical professional and this is one of the three books I carry in my coat pocket -- the others being the Nurse’s Pocket Drug Guide by Judith Barberio and The Sanford Guide. It is a fast, expansive reference that allows you to reference disease state/symptom relationships either by symptom or disease state.

This is a superb compendium of the differential diagnoses of even uncommon symptoms and signs. It's in here. This is not a textbook but a book of lists.

You will still need to know how to treat patients, which is beyond the use of this book. However, it is a good guide for a quick reference that fits in your pocket without weighing it down.

Great book for med students and interns!

Great for a Medical Student or Intern on their IM rotation. Helpful in quickly pulling up differential diagnosis that you may have forgot about or just can't remember. Makes you sound really smart on
your presentations that you could think up so many different diagnosis (and then of course either rule them in or out). Bottom line, not necessary, but really helpful

This book greatly enhances your differential dx and has served me well on rotations.

Great little pocket book. Light to carry. Hard to find some simple things sometimes and index is very limited. But, overall I like it and would buy it again.

Internal medicine resident best friend, especially at the beginning when you’re trying to expand your differentials and helps with those outliers. This isn’t a reference book or a study material. It gives you all the possible differentials for a symptoms with very very mild and brief explanations. It’s useful just to remind you of other possibilities and some differentials you may have overlooked or simply forgotten. If you need a pocket size reference book the. Go with the pocket medicine. But this book is small and light weight and a great sidekick to the pocket medicine. The single advertise page in the middle is just unwarranted and stupid!
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